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SUMMARY --

In response to my inquit"rnR & 9 retzur --cal-s comiate recent

information from the drilling of DC-23 (Grande Ronde). I told RHO that On-site Rep.

F. Robert Cook had informed me earlier that the drilling of DC-23 had been complicated

b-y large mud losses that occurred while drilling through the Rosalia Flow of the

Priest Rapids Member of the Upper Wanapum Basalt. According to Veatch, RHO lost more

drilling mud than they anticipated indicating the higher transmissivity of the Rosalia

Flow. When mud levels dropped in the hole, RHO experienced some caving in the Mabton

and Selah Interbed! RHO then installed an intermittent drill string and cemented the
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Mabton and Sela interbeds off to correct the caving. During the corrective measures,

which took 4 to 5 days, the average mud loss in the hole was 15 gpm (daily average).

The maximum mud loss in any 24 hour period was 600 barrels (25,200 gallons) on September

a, 1985. After the borehole stabilized, RHO continued to drill through the Wanapum

Basalt down to the Vantage Interbed using the water drilling technique. Because of the

complications during drilling, RHO designated this hole as the shallow (i.e., Wanapum)

piezometer borehole. The other borehole in the pair (not drilled yet) will be drilled
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into the Grande Rondeeven though this hole was originally planned as a shallow hole
in the Wanapum Basalt. When completed this deeper hole will be referred to as the
DC-23 (Grande Ronde). The hole in which the complication occurred will be referred to
as DC-23 (Wanapum). Despite the high mud losses, RHO does not consider that .the losses
indicate the transmissivity of the Rosalia is anomalously high at the DC-23 location.

In response to my question about the elevations of horizons encountered in the
borehole, RHO (Veatch) stated that the horizon elevations do not appear to be anomalous
even though they are somewhat different than the pre-drilling projections. Veatch
explained that the elevations were projected assuming that interbed thicknesses would
thin near the Umtanum Ridge Anticline. Based on the thicknesstencountered in DC-23,A
however, the interbeds thicken or stay at about the same thickness as they are in DC-
4 and 5. Veatch stated that they (RHO) have no reason to suspect structural offset of
the horizons to explain the elevations of the horizon contacts.

RHO will use an air-mist drilling technique down through the Wanapum Basalt in
drilling DC-23 (G. R.) and then switch to a water drilling technique through the Grande
Ronde. RHO believes that this combination will minimize hydraulic stresses on the
basalt units and interbeds in the Wanapum and Grande Ronde Basalts. To date, no
perturbations have been detected in the pressures monitored in the nested piezometers
(19, 20, 21) in response to the drilling of DC-23 (Wanapum).

RHO indicated that they are evaluating the data collected in response to drilling
DC-23 in preparation for the upcoming BWIP Hydrology Meeting scheduled tentatively for
some time in November 1985.


